1. Introduction. In this paper a certain definition of smallness of a set in a topological space is applied to various problems in measure theory and potential theory. The small sets are necessarily countable if the space has a countable basis but the topological spaces in the applications will not have countable bases, and in fact the main point in the applications will be to verify that these spaces have a much weaker property, a weakening of the Lindelof property: an arbitrary union of open sets is to be equal to a countable subunion, up to a small set. This property and its implications are discussed in the next section. In §3 an abstract mechanism is set up to facilitate proofs that a given topological space has a weak Lindelof property. In §4 it is shown how any Radon measure v on Euclidean space determines a topology on the space, going back, if the measure is Lebesgue measure and the dimensionality 1, to Denjoy's discussion of approximately continuous functions. It is shown that in this topology Euclidean space has a weak Lindelof property. In this application the class of small sets is the class of sets of v measure 0. After a review of the fine topology of potential theory from a point of view which illustrates the role of this topology in the fundamental convergence theorem of potential theory and in the usual smoothing operations, it is shown that in a rather general probabilistic framework the space of probabilistic potential theory, in the fine topology, has a weak Lindelof property. The small sets in the classical case are the polar sets, in the general case are the semipolar sets, under some restrictions on the probabilistic context. The general theorems on lower envelopes of various classes of upper semicontinuous functions on any space with a weak Lindelof property yield new results and unify and generalize old ones.
certain properties enjoyed for example by the capacity of A, and {F t , (t(ET)} is a decreasingly directed class of fine closed sets, then 7(0 1 F«)=inf < 7(F < ). References to related work of Choquet, Getoor, Brelot will be made below.
2. The quasiLindelöf property. Let R be a Hausdorff space. All functions on R will be to the extended reals. If u is any such function, define u' as the limit superior function of u, that is, the function defined by w'(£) -lim sup u (ri) except that if £ is an isolated point of i?, u'{%) =u (£) . (The limit concept used here does not involve the value of the function at the point of approach.) The function u is upper semicontinuous if and only if u^u'.
For any function u, u f is upper semicontinuous. If p is a countable ordinal u^ is defined as u' if p = 1 and if w (<r) is defined for a <p, u {p) is defined as (u^~l ) ) r if p is not a limit ordinal, as lim,+ p u(<r) if p is a limit ordinal. If A is a subset of JR, A 1 is defined as the union of the set of points of A which are isolated points of R and the set of limit points of A, so that if IB is the indicator function of a set B, I B ' = (IB)'\ A (P) is then defined by transfini te induction in the obvious way for p a countable ordinal or equivalently defined as the set for which /A(P) = (/^) (P) . We shall use the fact, easily proved by transfinite induction, that for upper semicontinuous u and every countable ordinal p, 
DEFINITION. A subset of R will be called weakly quasinull if there is an upper semicontinuous function u such that u>u' on A\ if u' is continuous A will be called quasinull. A property will be said to hold [weakly] quasieverywhere if it holds except on a [weakly] quasinull set.
Every quasinull set is weakly quasinull and a subset of a set of either type is of the same type. A set of either type contains no isolated point of R. It is no restriction to suppose that u in the definition just given has its range in an arbitrary interval. The following assertions contain useful further details.
(a) A countable union of quasinull or weakly quasinull sets is of the same type. To see this choose u n upper semicontinuous in such a way that u n >Un on the nth set, and that 0^w w^2 "~n. Then if u= ^2u rf u>u' on the union of the sets and u f is continuous if each ul is. (b) For arbitrary u on R, the set where u>u' is weakly quasinull and is quasinuU if u' is continuous. To see this let 2/ = max [w, u'] . Then v' = u' and v is upper semicontinuous. Moreover so that the set on the left is weakly quasinuU, quasinuU if u' is continuous, as asserted. In particular, applying the assertion to indicator functions of sets, if A is an arbitrary set A -AC\A f is weakly quasinull, and is quasinuU if A' is empty.
(
c) A set is weakly quasinuU [quasinuU] if and only if it contains no isolated point of R and is a countable union of isolated sets [sets with no limit points].
In fact by (a) and (b) a set with the stated property is weakly quasinuU or quasinuU. Conversely suppose that A is weakly quasinuU, say where a, b run through the rationals. Each brace is an isolated set so A is a countable union of isolated sets. If A is even quasinuU we can suppose that u' is continuous and in this case each brace is a set with no limit points, so A is a countable union of such sets. Note that if BC\B' = 0 y B = C-C', where C=B\JB', so that every weakly quasinuU set can be expressed as a countable union of sets of the form C-C with C closed. DEFINITION (m) property it has the [weak] quasiLindelöf (n) property for n>m and the [weak] quasiLindelöf property. A trivial covering argument shows that if R has the quasiLindelöf property a weakly quasinuU set is the union of a countable set containing no isolated points of R and a quasinuU set. It follows that if R has the quasiLindelöf property every weakly quasinuU set is quasinuU. LEMMA 
2A. A space has the weak quasiLindelöf^ property if and only if whenever F is the intersection of a family of closed sets there is an intersection F«> of a countable subfamily such that F^CFQF^.
The relation FCZF^ is of course trivial: only the left half of the inclusion relation is significant. The dual version of this result, obtained by complementation, makes it clearer that this lemma sharpens the weak quasiLindelöf (w) property: according to the lemma a space has the weak quasiLindelöf (w) property if and only if whenever G is the union of a family of open sets there is a union G^ (the complement of F w ) of a countable subfamily such that GooCGC (n) Goo. Here a) H for any open set H is the union of H with those isolated points of its complement which are not isolated points of the space, (2) iJ= (1) ( (1) iî) and so on. The condition of the lemma is sufficient because under this
To prove that the condition of the lemma is necessary suppose that the space has the weak quasiLindelöf (n) property, so that there is a countable intersection F» with (F» -F)r\(F«-F)™ = 0. Then, denoting complementation by ~,
CF^F so F^CF (because F ( * ) nF oo = 0) as was to be proved. If the space has the quasiLindelöf (w) property, F w can be chosen as stated in the lemma and in addition so that (F oo --F) (n) = 0. The latter relation implies (but is not implied by) the equality F ( " } = F (n) . In fact the quasiLindelöf property (or weak one, as the case may be) reduces this theorem to the case of ordinary sequences, for which the desired property is part of the definition of a quasicapacity.
Let ix be a measure whose domain includes B and suppose that /x = ^Mn is the sum of countably many finite measures. Then there is a weakly quasinull set A 0 such that /x vanishes on weakly quasinull subsets of R -A 0 . QjL n (Ao) maximizes /x n (5) for B weakly quasinull.) With this definition of A 0 , /x can be written as the sum of two measures,
the first vanishing on every weakly quasinull set, the second supported by a weakly quasinull set. 3. Axioms for lower envelopes. The partial orders used below are supposed transitive and reflexive. If X is a partially ordered set, a subset A may or may not have an order infimum, and there may be more than one. An element will be called a countable infimum of A if it is an infimum both of A and of some countable subset of A.
In many contexts the following axioms are satisfied. Ai. r is a distinguished family of functions from a set R to the extended reals; Y contains the lower envelope of every countable subfamily.
A 2 . u->u* is a transformation from T into the class of functions from R into the extended reals, satisfying the conditions
Az. If To is a subfamily of I\ with lower envelope u, there is a countable subfamily of T 0 with lower envelope u* satisfying u^^u
The fact that u^u* is trivial even without the axiom. If Az is satisfied whenever T 0 is a directed decreasing family it is satisfied for all T 0 . If the functions involved are all indicator functions of sets we shall write B* for the set whose indicator function is 1% and I\ To will be taken as classes of sets.
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a partially ordered space under <g and suppose that every directed decreasing subset of X has a countable infimum.
Let It be the space of vectors with some countable number of X-valued components. Suppose that A\ and A^ are satisfied and that there is an increasing function C from T into Jt (ordered componentwise) with the property that C(u)<&C(v) implies that u*^v*. Then Az is satisfied.
It is sufficient to prove the theorem for X = Jt, that is in the one dimensional case, because in the order described Jt actually has the very properties demanded of X. The phraseology of the theorem was chosen to make it easier to apply. In the one dimensional case a directed subfamily T 0 of T maps under u->C(u) into a directed subset of X. Suppose that inf n C(u n ) is a countable infimum of the latter subset, and that u w is the lower envelope of the u n sequence. Then Uoo is in T and C(u^) ^ C(v) for every v in To, souZ^v*Sv for every v in TV We conclude that uZ 'è.u, thus obtaining the non trivial half of Az. Km sup > 0.
Application to measures on

I v(I)
Here J is a member of a family of sets, each containing £, and the limit superior is taken as the diameter of I shrinks to 0. For each £ the family of sets I is to have the property that the fundamental derivative theorem is valid: when C is v measurable, limj v(CC\I)/v(I) = 1 at v almost every point £ of C when I shrinks to £ in the prescribed family. We assume that v and the / family have the property that, for each £, p(I)>0 for all I in the prescribed family. We thus consider only measures which are strictly positive on nonempty property.
Since the v weakly quasinull sets are v quasinull it is sufficient to prove that this property is valid using the criterion of Lemma 2.1. Let r=r 0 be a family of v closed sets with intersection F. In applying Lemma 2.1 it is no restriction to assume that To contains the countable intersections of its members. We shall apply Theorem 3.1 to show that a set F^ exists as described in the lemma with » = 1. We use the set version of the axioms A\, u\. Goffman, Nishiura and Neugebauer [4] proved that in this topology the space is completely regular and it therefore follows from the quasiLindelöf property (see the remarks after the statement of Theorem 2.1) that U\ and therefore also u are the almost everywhere limit of a decreasing sequence of v continuous functions. The latter result is due to Zink [il].
5. The fine topology in potential theory-classical case. The definitions in §2 were suggested by the properties of the fine topology of potential theory. In the classical case this topology on a Green space (the Green space hypothesis that the space supports a nonconstant positive superharmonic function is unnecessary if minor modifications are made below) is defined as the coarsest making superharmonic functions continuous. Concepts relative to the fine topology will be identified by the qualifier "fine." To avoid trivial special remarks we suppose that R has no points at infinity if the dimensionality exceeds 2. (Such points would have to be treated like isolated points. Since no point of the space is a limit point of the set of those points nothing is lost for our purposes by excluding them.) The fine limit superior function of a function u will be denoted by u f and if A is a set A' is defined correspondingly. No point of R is fine isolated. A set is polar, that is, of zero capacity if and only if it has no fine limit points, equivalently if and only if it is fine isolated. A countable union of polar sets is polar. Thus the classes of fine weakly quasinull and fine quasinull sets coincide with the class of polar sets. "Fine weakly quasieverywhere" and "fine quasie very where" both reduce to "except for a polar set" which is exactly the meaning of "quasieverywhere" in classical potential theory and we shall therefore use the latter terminology in this section.
If u is a function from R to the extended reals, u (2) =u'. In fact replacing u by max[w, u'] if necessary, we can suppose that u is uppersemicontinuous. With this hypothesis u -u' quasieverywhere and a polar set has no fine limit points so u and u' must have the same fine limit superior at every point. Specializing to indicator functions we deduce that A^2 ) =A f : the class of fine limit points of a set is fine perfect.
Let T be a family of superharmonic functions, bounded locally from below, with lower envelope u. Then u and u' are fine upper semicontinuous, u'ï>u, and there is equality quasievery where. According to the fundamental convergence theorem of classical potential theory, if a function u\ is defined as the minimum of u and its limit inferior function in the ordinary topology, u\ is superharmonic and u = ui quasieverywhere. The function u\ is a smoothed version of u, and, trivially, u' = u{ =Ui. Thus u 1 is identified with u\. A corresponding identification will be stressed in the next section in the context of a general potential theory in which the analogues of superharmonic functions need not be lower semicontinuous and in which the analogous smoothing is defined differently.
Choquet [2] proved that every fine closed set is the union of a pair of sets of which the first is closed and the second has arbitrarily small capacity. [He does not state this result explicitly but it is contained in the proof of his Theorem 2 for the special case when his given set X is fine closed if one replaces the first set X\ of his decomposition by its closure.] It follows that every fine closed set is the union of an F 9 set and a polar set. Using the fact that every polar set is a subset of a Gs polar set it follows easily that every fine Borel set is the union of a Borel set and a polar set. Thus a completed Radon measure which vanishes on polar sets has the fine Borel sets in its domain of definition.
6. The fine topology in potential theory-probabilistic potential theory. For the background of the following work see [6] , [7] . Let R be a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable topological basis and let {P<, t^O} be a semigroup of transition operators yielding, in combination with any initial distribution fx t a Markov process {*M(0}« If M is concentrated at the point £ we write x^(f) for x^(t). It is supposed that Hunt's condition (A) [o] is satisfied, so that the process can be chosen to have right continuous sample functions, with left hand limits at all points. A property will be said to hold p nearly everywhere on R if the set where it does not hold is a subset of an analytic set B such that B is hit by almost no path of the x^t) process. (It would be no more general to suppose B only nearly analytic.)
If £ is a point of R and A a subset of i?, A is said to have £ as a fine limit point if whenever S is a nearly analytic superset of A almost all process paths with initial point £ meet B-Br\{i*} arbitrarily soon. In this way a completely regular topology, the fine topology, is defined, depending on the given family of transition operators. Concepts associated with the fine topology will be identified by the qualifier "fine." A point £ of R is fine isolated if and only if almost every Xt(t) path stays at £ during an initial time interval. The pth fine limit superior function of u will be denoted by # (p) , and A (p) is defined correspondingly. Define A + as the set of points regular for A % that is the set of points £ for which if B is any nearly analytic superset of A set is called semipolar if it is a subset of a countable union \JB n of nearly analytic sets B n with B£ = 0. A semipolar set is thus a special fine quasinull set. Conditions true except for points of a semipolar set are commonly said to be true quasieverywhere, but we shall avoid confusion by not using this terminology.
In classical potential theory the stochastic processes are Brownian motion processes and the fine topology is that discussed in §5. In this case A'=A + , the classes of fine weakly quasinull, fine quasinull, and semipolar sets coincide. A set is in this class if and only if it has no fine limit points and any member of the class is a subset of a G& set in the class. The "countable union" and "nearly analytic" in the definition of a semipolar set are pointless in this special case.
If Xj^O and if (a) u is a universally measurable positive function for which e~uP t u^u, the left side of the inequality increases as t decreases. If (b) lim^o PtU = u, Hunt [6] called u X-excessive and proved that X-excessive functions are nearly Borel measurable. For each X>0 the fine topology is the coarsest topology making X-excessive functions continuous. For every yt, a X-excessive function is right continuous with left limits on almost every x^it) path, and two Xexcessive functions equal on the complement of a semipolar set are identical because almost every x^if) path meets a semipolar set in a countable parameter set.
If a function u satisfies condition (a) of the preceding paragraph the function u\ defined by
**i(Ö = lim (P«tf)(Ö = lim E{u[x^(t)]}
(where E denotes expectation) is a commonly used smoothing of u. The function u\ is X-excessive and Ui^u; hence u{ =ui^*u'.
We shall encounter a situation in which in addition to (a) it is known that u is nearly Borel measurable and has a limit (necessarily We shall frequently impose Meyer's condition on the transition probabilities:
L) There is a Radon measure fx on the space R, with fx(R) = 1, such that ix(A)>0 whenever A is a nearly analytic fine open set.
The normalization to a probability measure is of course unessential but will be convenient below. Meyer pointed out [7] that this condition is equivalent to the condition that for some\>0 (equivalently every X>0) there be a Radon measure m such that if u is X-excessive and vanishes m almost everywhere then u vanishes identically. In the classical case this condition is satisfied with m supported by any singleton. We shall sometimes impose a further condition, also satisfied in the classical case:
L') For every £ in R, almost no x^{t) path meets £ for t strictly positive but sufficiently small unless the path stays at £ during an initial time interval, that s> unless £ is a fine isolated point of R.
The condition (L/) is equivalent to the condition that A+ = A' for every A.
Parts (i) (due to the writer) and (iii) (due to Meyer) of the following theorem are not new but the proofs are sketched to illustrate the point of view of this paper. Part (ii) may be useful when it is desirable to avoid hypothesis (L). THEOREM 
Let u be the lower envelope of a family of \-excessive functions. (i) If the family is countably infinite, u' is \-excessive, u'?£u, and there is equality except on a semipolar set. Moreover for every £ u has u'(g)-u + (Ç) as limit at £ in the fine sense and on almost every x^(t) path (*->0).
(ii) In the general case to each probability distribution p on R corresponds the lower envelope ^u of some countable subfamily such that pu'^u except on a semipolar set and, for every v in the family ^u' Sv fx nearly everywhere on R.
iii) In the general case under hypothesis (L) u' is \-excessive and there is a countable subfamily with lower envelope u^ such that u'*
with equality except on a semipolar set.
We can suppose that the given family is uniformly bounded. PROOF OF (i). If u is the lower envelope of a countable family of X-excessive functions u is fine upper semicontinuous, nearly Borel measurable, and e~uP t u?£u. Thus u satisfies condition (a) of the two conditions defining X-excessive functions. Hence u' is X-excessive. The standard upcrossing inequalities show that for 0^ri<r 2 the expected number of upcrossings of [r% 9 r 2 ] by Z>[*T*( ')] is bounded independently of the member v of the given family, from which it follows that almost no sample function of the w[# M (J)] process has an oscillatory discontinuity. In particular if n is supported by the singleton {£} u must have a limit at £ along almost every path of the x^(t) process as t->0. We have seen in the preliminary discussion at the beginning of this section that then the conclusions of (i) are true. PROOF OF (iii). Under (L) take /x in (ii) as the measure whose existence is supposed in (L). Then the fact that ^u 1 ^v \x nearly everywhere and that both sides are fine continuous implies that the inequality holds everywhere. Hence "u 1 'rgw so »u'Su^^u. Taking primes in this inequality yields u' ^^u f . Thus (iii) is true with
PROOF OF (ii)
In probabilistic potential theory connections between the given topology of R and the fine topology play an essential role. One such connection, linked with the complete regularity of the fine topology, is the fact that the fine topology is the coarsest making the X-excessive functions continuous, if A>0. A more specific result than this was proved by Hunt [6] who showed that if A is a nearly analytic set and if £ is a point not in AKJA+ then if X>0 there is a X-excessive function equal to 1 on A and less than 1 at £. According to the definition of A + the same result holds if A is arbitrary. Hunt's result was, more specifically, the following. Let V(A) be the X probability (probability computed using e~uP t instead of P t ) that an x^(t) path hits the nearly analytic set A at some strictly positive time. If A is an arbitrary set let U(A) be the lower envelope of the X-excessive functions èl on A.
Hunt proved that if A is nearly analytic V{A) is Xexcessive, V(A) ^ U(A) f and there is equality except on A -AC\A + , where, trivially, V(A) <1 = U(A).
The additional connections between the given and fine topologies listed in the following lemmas are mostly known, at least in their set versions, but are given for ready reference and because they are not otherwise conveniently available. We continue to use the notation U(A) and V(A) as just defined, supposing that X is some strictly positive number fixed throughout the discussion. LEMMA 
Suppose that (L) is true. (i) If A is nearly analytic, U(A)'=U(A)+= V(A). (ii) If A is fine closed, A+ is the set where U(
A) f = 1. (iii) If
PROOF OF (i). If A is nearly analytic we have already noted Hunt's theorem that V(A)^U(A)
with equality except on A-AC\A+ so taking primes and applying Theorem 6.1 we obtain
V(A) ^ U(A)' = U(A)+ g U(A)
and there is equality except perhaps on A -AC\A + . If £ is in this set almost every x^(t) path misses A during an initial open time interval, so there is equality above on the part of the path corresponding to this interval. But then since X-excessive functions are right continuous on almost all xç(t) paths, V(A)(£) = Z7(4)'(£), as was to be proved.
PROOF OF (ii). Let A be a fine closed set. Applying Hunt's theorem, A is the set where U(A) = 1. If ^ is in 4+, 17(4)'((•) = 1 because U(A) has the limit Z7 (4) 
The set version of Lemma 6.3 states that for any set A there is a is nearly Borel measurable and A% is semipolar. If A is an arbitrary set which can be expressed in this way the fact that A 2 is a subset of a nearly Borel semipolar set B which can be assumed not to meet A% yields the fact that (denoting complementation by ~)
so that A is also the union of a nearly Borel measurable set and a semipolar set. From this we conclude that every fine Borel set is the union of a nearly Borel measurable set and a semipolar set and more generally that every fine Borel measurable function is equal off a semipolar set to some nearly Borel measurable function. property.
Since the classes of fine quasinull and weakly quasinull sets are the same in classical potential theory it is sufficient to prove the theorem using the criterion of Lemma 2.1 for the weak quasiLindelöf (1) property. The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be carried over to this theorem almost word for word. Let r = r 0 be a family of fine closed sets with intersection F< In applying Lemma 2.1 it is no restriction to assume that Y contains the countable intersections of its member sets. We shall apply the set version of Theorem 3.1 to show that a set F* exists as described in Lemma 2.1 with n = l. We use the set versions of axioms Ai 9 A%> A%> defining ^4*= A'. The first two axioms are obviously satisfied. Let X be the set of extended real numbers with the usual order and G a finite union of sets of a countable basis for the topology of R. If A is fine closed define CQ(A) as the capacity of GH\A. We are using Choquet's theorem that a fine closed set is the union of an F" set in the given topology and a polar set, so that GC\A is capacitable. If CQ(A)^CQ (B) for every G we shall show below that A C.B neglecting a polar set, so A' C.B'. Thus the hypotheses of the set version of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, with C(A) = { CQ(A) }, as was to be proved. (Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 the criterion of Theorem 2.1 can be used instead of that of Lemma 2.1, in fact with the same choice of X as in Theorem 4.1, and with v replaced by the capacity function.) There remains the proof that CQ{A)^CQ{B) for all G in the indicated class implies that A C.B neglecting a polar set. It is elementary that the given inequality must hold for all open G. One can then prove the desired result by applying the Wiener criterion that a point be a fine limit point of a set to show that A f C.B'. Alternatively one can extend the given equality to all compact G and thereby find that if G is any compact subset of A -AC\B the capacity of G vanishes, and this fact implies the desired result. This proof of Theorem 7.1 is given for comparison with the proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof of Theorem 8.1 uses a different choice of X and C which is more elegant and is of course applicable to the present special case.
Theorem 2.2 is applicable to ordinary capacity, since the latter is a fine quasicapacity and weak quasicapacity in the sense of §2. To apply Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 the proper hypothesis on /x is that ix be a completed Radon measure in the original topology, vanishing on polar sets. We have pointed out that such a measure is defined on the class of fine Borel sets so that Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are applicable in the present context.
Getoor [5] proved in a probabilistic context a theorem (see §8) which implies that in classical potential theory a Radon measure vanishing on polar sets has a smallest fine closed support. Choquet [2] then gave a nonprobabilistic proof of this result, which in our development is an application of Theorem 2.3 to the fine topology. Brelot [l] showed that various functionals in a potential theoretic context including the classical case are what we have called in §2 quasicapacities (fine topology) and applied the methods of an unpublished version of the present paper to these functionals.
8. Application to probabilistic potential theory. We use the notation of §6. Note that u^ -ut fine quasieverywhere, and in fact except on a semipolar set, and that u'^ut so that the result proved is definitely stronger than that the space has the fine quasiLindelöf (1) property, unless (L') is satisfied when the two properties are equivalent.
We shall prove the theorem in its set version, in which the functions involved are indicator functions of fine closed sets. A trivial modification of the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (replacing (n) by + ) shows that this is sufficient. Suppose then that T = r 0 is a family of fine closed sets with intersection F. We shall apply Theorem 3.1 to show that a countable intersection F«> of sets in Y exists, satisfying FtC.FC.Foo. It is no restriction to assume in the proof that V already contains the countable intersections of its members. We use the set version of Axioms A\, A2, Az in §3, defining A* = A + . Fix X > 0 and let X be the space of X-excessive functions, ordered by pointwise inequality. Then every subset of X has a countable infimum by C(B) implies that A+QB+ and Theorem 3.1 is applicable to yield the existence of the desired set F^.
As we remarked in §2 the validity of the quasiLindelöf property (in the fine topology) implies that every (fine) weakly quasinull set is (fine) quasinull. Thus we need not distinguish between these types of sets in the following. A trivial covering argument shows that every fine quasinull set is the union of a countable set and a semipolar set. We have seen in §6 that under (L) if fx is a completed Radon measure in terms of the given topology of R and if this measure vanishes on semipolar sets then the measure is defined on the class of Borel sets. For any initial distribution /x there is a corresponding stochastic process {# M (0> t^O}. Here Xp{t) is a random variable with value Xti(t, co) at the point co of a certain measure space with measure P M . Suppose that (t, co)->a(t, co) is an extended real valued function of the pair (/, o) ). Suppose that a(-, co) is continuous and monotone increasing on [0, oo ) for fixed co and that a(t, •) is P M measurable for fixed t, for every y. Il A is a nearly analytic set and if co is fixed, the set of values of t for which x^it, co) £.4 may be a support of the measure d t a(t, (S) for P M almost all co. If this is true simultaneously for every ^t, A is said to be a support for a. If A is semipolar (in which case, under (L) A is a subset of a nearly Borel semipolar set), the d t a(t, co) measure of the set of values of t in question is 0 for P M almost every co because almost every Xp(t) path meets A at a countable set of parameter values. Since every fine closed set differs from a nearly Borel set by a semipolar set, if A is fine closed and co is fixed the set of values of t in question is a Borel set, if an co set of P M measure 0 is excluded, so the concept of a fine closed support of a is now meaningful.
If a is a continuous additive functional Getoor [5] showed (even without assuming (L)) that the functional has a smallest fine closed support. He pointed out (orally-for the details see Meyer [8] ) that the existence of this support implies, under hypotheses much stronger than (L), hypotheses which imply the existence of a certain correspondence between continuous additive functionals and measures which vanish on semipolar sets, that a measure of the latter type has a smallest fine closed support. Theorem 8.3 is thus Getoor's measure result with weaker hypotheses. We now go in the reverse direction and, assuming only (L), prove using Theorem 8.3 that any function a, satisfying the hypotheses of the preceding paragraph but not necessarily a continuous additive functional, has a smallest fine closed support. The fact that F-F+ implies that F is nearly Borel measurable, according to Lemma 6.1. We can suppose that a is bounded, replacing a by arctan a if necessary to achieve boundedness. For every /*, a is measurable with respect to the product of the field of Borel t sets and the field of P M measurable o) sets. For each /x and Borel subset A of R define v^A) as the P M integral of the d t a(t f oe) measure of the set where x^t, a))£A Then *> M is a measure, and we shall assume that it has been completed. If A is nearly Borel measurable it is obviously in the domain of *> M , and if A is nearly Borel measurable and semipolar v^{A) = 0 since almost every x»(t) path hits A in a countable parameter set. If A is an arbitrary semipolar set it is a subset of a nearly Borel measurable semipolar set so again v^(A)=0. Thus the measure j > M is a completed Radon measure vanishing on semipolar sets. As such we have seen that this measure is defined on the class of fine Borel sets. The set A is a support for every *> M if and only if A is a support of a. Now according to the trivial generalization of Theorem 2.3 noted after the proof of that theorem, translated into the context of Theorem 8.3, the class of measures {v^} has a smallest common fine closed support. That is, there is a fine closed set F which is a support of v^ for every n and which is the smallest fine closed set with this property. This set is the smallest fine closed support of a, and F^F* according to (our extension of) Theorem 8.3. 
